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“Police in the United States kill far more people than do police in other advanced
industrial democracies” (Edwards, Lee, &Esposito). Our nation is in the currently in the midst of
a historical era of social unrest. There is a grave amount of mistrust between many United States
citizens and their police departments. As a result, police departments need to both reevaluate and
monitor closely their recruitment strategies, hiring process, and training programs. The mistrust
between civilians and officers is largely rooted in certain situations where there was excessive
use of force, police brutality, and/or death of people of color. Without the application of
constructive changes to the United States’ police departments, the country will remain in a state
of turmoil.
Based on totals alone, it is easy for one to argue the fact that more white men are killed
by police officers than are people of color. However, what these cumulative numbers fail to shed
light on are the percentages of white men, in comparison to Black men, whom have been
murdered by a police officer. Black men are more at risk of being killed by police officers than
white men. “The center for Policing Equity reviewed 12 police departments in 2016 and
demonstrated that Black individuals were more likely to be subjects of police force compared to
White individuals” (Moon, Morgan, &Sandage 338). African American males are 2.5 times more
likely to experience death at the hands of a police officer over a lifetime than Caucasian men. For
women, an African American is 1.4 times more likely to be killed compared to a Caucasian
female (Edwards, Lee, &Esposito). “For young men of color, police use of force is among the
leading causes of death” (Edwards, Lee, &Esposito). These stark differences in percentages
should be alarming to all citizens because regardless of your race, these people are human
beings. They are your neighbors. They are somebody’s family member. Now that we have some
factual evidence to support that people of color are extremely valid in their concerns of their
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people dying, we can accept that this is a true problem. Let’s think this through together about
why this happens and what we can do about it.
The rapport police officers have with citizens has quickly diminished over the past few
years. “Transparency and accountability should be the hallmarks of police agencies in a
democratic society” (Simmons 7). Across the nation, police departments have illustrated a clear
lack of transparency and accountability through events portrayed in the media this year. Breonna
Taylor’s and George Floyd’s deaths serve as two primary examples of officers not being held
accountable for their actions. The culture of policing today is not one that we should continue
living by because it permits misconduct and corruption. Often times, police departments fail to
punish officers for their wrongdoings. Situations are “swept under the rug,” or in some cases the
incorrect officer is disciplined. In addition, in police culture it is learned that violence is essential
to the job. There is a “code of silence” that exists in police departments (9). I bet you’re all
wondering what is the “code of silence?” Another name it typically goes by is the “blue wall of
silence.” It is typically information that is kept between an officer and their own department. The
code is used as a way for officers get away with misconduct, and it intimidates other officers
from exposing their peers. If you are one of the brave souls who exposes another officer’s
misconduct, typically you find yourself paying for it in hazardous, concerning situations. It’s a
big test of loyalty between you and the other officers in your department (15). The pressure to do
the right thing versus giving in to the “code” is a very real problem. It is not shocking that there
is so much distrust and skepticism between police officers and citizens then, when there is
duplicity within the police departments themselves.
There is absolutely no hope for societal change if we cannot trust not only our police
officers to do their jobs well, but also their superiors whom hold even more powerful positions.
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There have even been reports that the LA Police Department, a department who is known for
their brutality, promoted officers and provided positive performance evaluations to officers who
have received complaints by citizens (Simmons 16). This is something that is unacceptable. We
cannot support our police if they do not do their jobs correctly yet are rewarded all the same.
Believe me, I want to support these officers. I want to be an officer. However, it is impossible to
support police without seeing necessary changes being implemented across police force nationwide. Without change and commitment on both ends of the spectrum, I fear that we will forever
have protests, riots, looting, mistrust, and a divide between officers and civilians. Both sides
want and need to be heard.
This wicked problem stems far deeper than the departments and people placed there
placed with. The underlying causes of the problem are the police recruitment/selection process,
hiring process, and training. In regard to the police training area of focus, procedural justice
training has potential to be a hot topic. “Procedural justice policing is a model of policing which
emphasizes listening and responding to people in the community, explaining police policies and
practices in interactions with civilians, and treating the public with dignity, courtesy, and
respect” (Wood, Tyler, &Papachristos). These are all things that we want to see from officers on
our streets and embody how an officer should be doing their jobs. Wood, Tyler, and
Papachristo’s study revealed results that procedural justice training in Chicago police
departments reduced complaints against police, reduced brutality, and reduced how often police
relied on the use of force. Not only did it reduce these issues, but the results are long-lasting.
What stands out about this kind of training is that it’s a realistic approach to begin positive
change. It is essential that officers are monitored during this process and thereafter this process to
ensure that they are actually taking what they learned and applying it to their jobs. The training is
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not where all the work is done; the application and the observation is key to making sure that
things are being taken seriously (Wood, Tyler, &Papachristos). Procedural justice training seems
like the right stepping-stone for all police departments to utilize in ensuring that they are
producing the best, most professional officers.
Another approach that I feel would be an excellent solution toward tackling this wicked
problem of improving policing is the use of the Intercultural Competence Assessment (IDI).
“The IDI is a 50-item questionnaire assessment of intercultural competence, which provides each
individual with an IDI profile that seeks to help identify key (a) intercultural growth goals, (b)
specific challenges individuals face when met with cultural difference, (c) critical incidents one
faces when encountering cultural differences, and (d) ways one navigates the differences”
(Moon, Morgan, &Sandage 337). There is no training or assessment that is universally used
among all departments in the United States. This measurement tool can be used on officers to
determine what kind of training is needed. This is a concern in police departments trying to
decide how to change their training. If departments used this tool, it would provide more insight
as what an individual officer needs to focus on, and the department as a whole can improve its
training protocols.
Although many of you believe that officers are actively attacking the Black community,
that is not necessarily the case. Often unbeknownst to themselves, officers have implicit biases
and prejudices. This means that they have unconscious views and beliefs that effect how they
think and act towards other people. For example, an officer could express how much they pledge
to protect the Black community, but if they are not conscious of the bias or stereotype that they
may have, then it can lay dormant until the police officer is put in a situation with an African
American while on duty. It is crucial that we develop a cultural competency, which will allow an
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officer to be more capable and understanding of how to do their job in the most proper and
efficient way (Moon, Morgan, &Sandage 340). Now that you have a better understanding of
what the IDI is and what it can do, the reason why I believe this tool is so beneficial is because it
helps the people training officers let go of the “one size fits all” concept for intercultural training.
It does this by emphasizing an officer’s strengths and essential growth areas (344). The IDI is
also accessible in up to seventeen different languages and has sturdy reliability and validity in
many cross-cultural samples (345). This may require more time in the academy and potentially
more trainers because the classes in the academy are so large. In the grand scheme of things, it is
worth the extra time and commitment. I believe you get out of things what you put into things. If
you are not putting in all the effort possible to make positive change, then you are not going to
get anywhere. Implementing IDI testing and adjusting police training based on its results will
yield more positive societal interactions among officers and citizens.
My next suggestion for police reform is the inclusion of citizens in the hiring,
recruitment, and selection process of our police departments. This is an important notion because
this will give us power. We all want to feel like we have a say and an opinion on who patrols our
neighborhoods. “Scholars have long argued ‘citizens should participate in the design and
implementation of the policies that affect them’” (Simmons 20). These people are supposed to
make us feel safe, why shouldn’t we have the ability to contribute? This is especially beneficial
to the cities where police misconduct is immensely high (19). I know in the past the government
has supported concepts that involved citizens taking part in the hiring process for police
departments. This supports the idea of citizens collaborating with police in the future (24).
Diversification of police departments is another idea that would solve some of the issues
within policing and help to ease racial tensions. Though the Sacramento police department
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attempted diversify their police departments and failed, I still thing the concept was a good one.
Sacramento’s officers are primarily white males. The department trained leaders in the
community through a one-day course, explained to them what they look for in a recruit, and
provided them with a handbook containing a list of qualities that is considered a strong applicant.
This was done in hopes that the leaders would help the department hire officers in the citizens’
racial and ethnic group. What is really cool about this program is that the community leaders did
not stop at just the hiring process, they were involved all the way until the end. They served as
sponsors to the recruited officers through their time at the academy and met with them and their
families regularly. On graduation day, their community leaders got to pin the officer’s badge
onto the graduate officially now entering the police force (Simmons 29). The reason this
program was not considered completely successful is because although the community helped
select these officers, they still turned out to be predominately white males (30). Regardless, I
think this program is still a tremendously awesome way to improve the relationship between
citizens and police officers, as well help select better candidates for the job. There is a
relationship and trust that builds there by being involved together through the entire process that
is essential to improving our society today.
When examining policing and response calls, we should also discuss the importance of
social workers or mental health professionals. I’m going to explain how social workers can in
fact help with the traumas and police misconduct, but not in the way that you think. We know
how much the church means to the Black community. Looking back in history, Black individuals
were excluded and segregated from almost all places in society. “The black church became a safe
place where African Americans felt welcomed and achieved a sense of belonging” (Wilson &
Wolfer 69). There are a lot of social workers that are active members of the church. Even if they
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are not officially there for work and they are there because they are an active member, their
presence and expertise can be serviceable to the other members of the Black community that
need it (71). Being exposed numerous times to police brutality against other fellow Black
individuals makes them more prone to psychological and traumatic stress, more specifically
racial trauma. This kind of trauma is damaging to minorities and leads to issues with mental
health such as anxiety, nightmares, depression, and avoidance (68). This is when the social
worker steps in and seeks to use their education and background knowledge to ease one’s
suffering.
Social workers are able to work closely with congregants by helping address those issues
and providing direct services or giving information as to how they can access those services. In
the Black church, it is perfect opportunity to give culturally relevant services which in return will
help those suffering respond greater. An activity that can be led by a social worker at the church
is something called the “emotional emancipation circle.” This circle allows individuals to talk
about their stories and process their feelings in relation to their experiences of police brutality.
The emotional emancipation circle has served to be valuable and therapeutic for the Black
community (Wilson & Wolfer 73). With this concept of the involvement of social workers in
mind, I don’t find it smart to have a social worker or mental health professional to respond to a
911 call. I say this because it puts their safety at risk, as they are completely unarmed and left on
their own in case something was to go wrong. This is not fair to the social worker. However,
their services can be helpful in other ways, such as their involvement in the Black church.
Consequently, I will analyze video footage and the media. In our world today, we record
and take photos of everything. This has been the best and worst thing to happen to us. The
beneficial side of this is that the videos of incidents between police and citizens are useful for
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observer judgement in cases determining the officer’s intent. In this study by Turner, Caruso,
Dilich, and Roese, it was found that body cam footage is actually more difficult to judge an
officer’s intent than when viewing from a dash cam. I relate the dash cam to being similar to a
witness recording the incident. I relate the two because it’s about the idea that you’re getting a
different focal point and being able to view the actual scene that includes the officer’s full body
and movements. Other issues with body cams are that it is hard to focus on the scene and the
actions because often there is a lot of visual and auditory disturbances such as shakiness and
unclear sound (Turner, Caruso, Dilich, &Roese). There needs to be more cameras on scene
through the dash or other devices that are able to record the interactions between citizens and
police officers. This is needed because it will help hold officers accountable for their actions or
dismiss unfair accusations against them based on having more evidence to judge off of.
Furthermore, my last recommendation seeks to observe the motivation, attitudes, and job
satisfaction of police officers. It is important to consider all of these factors because truthfully,
being a police officer is incredibly difficult. Not many people want to voluntarily sign-up to risk
their lives every day and to deal with the stressors that they face. It is important to recognize this
could potentially impact an officer’s job performance over time. White, Cooper, Saunders, and
Raganella did a study on police officers that assessed an officer’s motivation for joining the force
and re-assessed their satisfaction and attitude after six years of active duty. Their findings were
based off of the New York Police Department (NYPD) and it showed that regardless of race or
gender, their motivations stayed consistent over the six years. They also found that White male
officers were most likely to disclose low job satisfaction. It was found that officers who had low
commitment from the start lead to dissatisfaction down the line (White, Cooper, Saunders,
&Raganella). This is something that needs to be spotted during the recruitment process.
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Accessing motivation and commitment to the police force is serious and should not be taken
lightly because it can impact how you do your job. Coincidentally, the majority of officers whom
report dissatisfaction are white males and the most police brutality cases you see involve white
male officers. It seems like there may be a connection between the two. Nonetheless, monitoring
officers’ motivation is imperative as it can lead to problematic behaviors in the future.
After examining many different ways that we would benefit as citizens of the United
States and police officers in the country, we see that there are endless opportunities for
improvement. All of these ways impact police recruitment, the hiring process, and training. We
need to stop shouting “defund the police” and instead use the funds to properly train and recruit
our officers. We will not benefit by taking away resources. We need to give our officers
resources and help implement them. Not only does this help them do their jobs more efficiently,
but the process will help begin to mend the relationship between the community and our police
departments. These officers are citizens too, and there are many who want to be part of the
change, including myself. I am extremely passionate about police reform because I want to help
people. I want to be an example of what every police officer should be, and I want to be
excellent at my job. I cannot do these things without proper training and neither can any officer
out there that feels the way that I do. We need change and we need it now more than ever. Let’s
take these ideas and let’s bring them to life. Let’s make a difference.
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